SAVEDROID TOKEN SALE
CRYPTOCURRENCIES FOR EVERYONE – JOIN THE REVOLUTION NOW!

OUR VISION: CRYPTO CURRENCIES FOR EVERYONE
savedroid democratizes cryptocurrencies; savedroid creates a unique AI-fueled ecosystem of crypto saving and investing for the masses. Users profit from easy access to smart Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash, Ripple, Litecoin, IOTA, Dash, Stellar etc. savings plans, and superior crypto investment opportunities, such as portfolios, futures, and ICOs, without any technological adoption barriers. savedroid leverages its existing core assets of self-learning AI technology and great User Experience, based on maximum simplification and emotional gamification, to deliver this exceptional value proposition. We are the 1st German ICO driving crypto inclusion. Join us in making the crypto world accessible for the masses. Give power to the people!

OUR ROADMAP: BRINGING CRYPTO CURRENCIES TO THE MASSES

2015 savedroid founded
2016 Selection for Deutsche Börse FinTech Hub, seed financing, Wirecard partnership, launch of Android and iOS mobile apps and AI algorithm, 50K+ app downloads
2017 Upgrade to self-learning AI algorithm, launch of spend optimization, growth financing, 200K+ app downloads, 10M+ savings transactions
2018 Self-learning AI algorithm enabling convenient cryptosaving in Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash, Ripple, Litecoin, IOTA, Dash, Stellar etc., providing easy access without technological barriers
2019 Self-learning AI algorithm enabling smart saving and spending in and across cryptocurrencies, providing hassle-free crypto switching and payments
2020 Self-learning AI algorithm enabling smart investments in cryptocurrency portfolios, futures, and ICOs, providing cost-efficient and diversified returns

THIS IS SAVEDROID: SAVE FOR HAPPINESS
We are an award-winning German FinTech specialized in AI saving technology, savedroid’s AI enables users to automatically save up for their wishes without thinking about saving. Since the launch of our mobile apps in 2016, we have built a strong track record in state of the art user experience based on simplification and gamification. savedroid is organized as a stock corporation and has raised €3m in equity from renowned investors. We are part of Deutsche Börse’s FinTech Hub and Venture Network and collaborate with various prestigious B2B partners. In fact, savedroid is the first ICO of a German stock corporation that follows German legislation and regulation to provide participants with the highest level of security.

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS: VERY STRONG MOMENTUM

200K+ APP DOWNLOADS since launch 10/2016
4,2 97% RECOMMENDATION RATE
10M+ SAVING TRANSACTIONS

SELF-LEARNING AI ALGORITHM
RENOVED B2B PARTNERS
E.g., check24, Deutsche Börse, Drillisch, Freenet, Wirecard, and many more

OUR TEAM: 90+ YEARS FIN, TECH, AI & MARKETING EXPERIENCE

DR. YASSIN HANKIR / Founder & CEO
15+ years experience, co-founder vaamo, McKinsey, dpa-APF, co-founder GREEN Finance

MARCO TRAUTMANN / Founder & COO
12+ years experience, McKinsey, Accenture, co-founder Coting IT Consulting

TOBIAS ZANDER / Founder & CTO
15+ years experience, CTO & partner Stiewarts, freelance consultant, co-founder AI meetup

JAN PLESER / CMO
12+ years experience, founder Solid Strategy, Publicis Worldwide, Henrion Ludlow Schmidt

MICHAEL FEHSE / CDO
35+ years experience, CEO Arago Automation, CTO Accretive, Chief Scientist T-Systems, Fresenius

Meet the rest of our experienced team on ico.savedroid.com.

SALE PARTICIPATION
You can buy SVD with Bitcoin and Ethereum as well as with EUR and USD via bank transfer and credit card.

SALE PROCEED ALLOCATION

JOIN THE REVOLUTION – NOW!

COPYRIGHT & DISCLAIMER
© savedroid AG 2017 – The information contained in this document is not investment advice. Token Sale will not be open to Contributors being residents or citizens of United States, People’s Republic of China, Socialist Republic of Vietnam or Singapore. All Disclaimers in the Terms & Conditions located on ico.savedroid.com are herein incorporated by reference, and all token sale Contributors are hereby integrated to adhere to all terms and risk disclaimers.